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D87 ; s arm, so he took control of his head. Due to 0.87 's size and strength, it was very difficult to get him into the correct position and maintain control. Mr 
D87 struggled and used his strength to push them back again, and made a 
pushfor the door. DCO Moshiri reported that; D87 Itook all of them with him towards the door. 

6.31 DCO Bromley reported that he managed to block [ 8_7 _._._._from exiting further outside the room by remaining in his position andL._ D87 ran straight into him, 
causing them both to go to the ground with DCO Bromley's right leg trapped 
underneath; D87 rs full body weight. DCO Moshiri reported that the team landed on top of them; but he swiftly moved to the right and got control of Mr D87 _s right arm, and DCO Stokes his left. With DCM Trott gaining control of his head. DCM Shadbolt managed to free DCO Bromley's leg and instructed him to see Healthcare immediately. He later attended East Surrey Hospital where it was confirmed that he had sustained muscle ligament damage to his right knee. 

6.32 DCO Moshiri reported that was being actively and aggressively non 
compliant and kept shouting; he eventually calmed down enough to *helped_ to his feet; at which point they switched the locks tolicture.,of four asi__ 687 walked with them to the CSU. Once at the CSU D87 started to be non compliant again and in the struggle to gain locks DCO Moshiri was pushed to the wall with [1.687_ j's elbow and the weight of the team on his chest. 

6.33 DCO Moshiri rnorted that despite struggling to breathe he managed to retain his hold on D87 until he was placed in room 4. At that point DCO Moshiri was very dizzy and disorientated; he recalled that he walked a few steps and then collapsed on the floor. He was given oxygen and admitted to East Surrey Hospital. He had pulled lots of muscles in his upper body (right shoulder, arm and back), as well as sustaining damage to his chest muscles. 

6.34 DCO Stokes reported that the planned removal was concluded at 17:42 hours where they received a de-brief of the situation. During the intervention DCO Sayers sustained an injury to his right bi-cep. 

6.35 INCIDENT 2 

6.36 DCM Daniel Robinson 

Annex 6.37 
Bxi DCM Robinson's report is consistent with that of his colleagues. He reported that on 30 June 2017 he was working as the Security Manager; he was aware that been moved from Eden Wing to the CSU for making threats to staff. He had also been made aware that due to his size and power he had injured two members of staff. DCM Robinson and DCM Yates had spent some time speaking to and building up a rapport with him to try and calm him down and bring the incident to a peaceful conclusion. 

6.38 DCM Robinson reported that after leaving the CSU himself and DCM Yates were called back down at approximately 19:00 hours when he was informed 
that! D87 stated he wanted to kill himself and that he had ripped up a bed 
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direct his anger and aggression towards her. She was unable to hear what he was saying, however the anger in his face was evident and unmistakable. 

6.60 DCM Dance-Jones reported that throughout the rest of the time she was located on the constant observation she appeared to be the intended target for D87 I's abuse; during that time D87 repeatedly exposed his genitalia at her, shaking it and appearing to suggest that she should be looking at it. He also exposed his backside on two occasions; and suggested that he would track her down and simulated that he was going to shoot her in the head, using both hands as guns. L D87 also punched the window with his hand the pillowcase was tied round and insinuated that it was intended for her face. 

6.61 SUMMARY OF OTHER EVIDENCE 

6.62 DCO Sean Sayers and DCO Aaron Stokes 

Annex 6.63 
Di-Dii Both DCOs provided a written response to questions asked in relation to a statement made by ,_. ._D87_._._ and their interaction with him. Their responses, as applicable have been added to the Consideration of Evidence and Conclusions section below. 

6.64 Steve Skitt - Centre Deputy Director, Sara Edwards - Duty Director and DCM Ben Shadbolt 

Annex 6.66
Ei-Eiii All three were interviewed on 29 August 2017 and providecl_information pertaining to the rationale behind, the decisions made regarding D87._._.: and their responses to issues D87 i raised at his PSU interview. Thethey provided has been summarised and annexed in full; extracts, as applicable, have been detailed in the Consideration of Evidence and Conclusions section. 

6.66 G4S Documents — Non Incident Specific 

6.67 Care and Separation — DCF 1 DC Rule 40 

Annex 6.68 
Biii This form recorded the actions and observations of D87 When he had been relocated info _Rule 40 on 27 June 2017, until he was removed on 29 June 2017. D87 was placed into Rule 40 for having made threats to take a member of staff hostage due to the Home Office not updating him on his case. Due to the seriousness of the threat he was placed on to Rule 40. 

6.69 On 28 June 2017 at 15:00 hours it was recorded the D87 had continued to make statements of a serious threatening nature if he was not removed from the CSU. He had since started flooding his room and his behaviour was up and down. He had said he would not return to his room if let out for a shower. A 24 hour extension was authorised. 

6.70 Care and Separation — DCF 1 DC Rule 40 

Annex 6.71
By This form recorded that [ 087 I was located into Rule 40 on 30 June 2017 at 
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